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1. Introduction and Methodology 
 
Background 
The BBC World Service, part of the BBC Global News Division, delivers news and information services 
in 33 languages across the globe.  The service aims to benefit audiences around the world and be the 
best known, most creative and most respected voice in international news. 
 
The BBC Trust is responsible for ensuring that the BBC World Service adheres to the values and 
purposes of the BBC and delivers its remit in line with the Royal Charter.  The Trust has selected the 
World Service English Language Core Service for review in 2008 and this research forms part of an 
independent assessment that will be submitted to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (providers of 
grant-in-aid to the BBC World Service). 
 
The World Service English Language Core Service (ELCS) provides international news and current 
affairs programmes through regional radio streams, partner stations and 24 hours a day through the 
internet.  This service reaches 39.5 million people every week worldwide and is a flagship and 
strategically important service for the BBC.  The ELCS has been selected for review because of its 
importance of reaching opinion formers worldwide.  The rapid development of new and emerging media 
technology presents challenges for the World Service in remaining relevant to opinion formers and 
among the audiences of tomorrow, which this research seeks to explore. 
 
Research aims 
This research aimed to evaluate the World Service ELCS amongst current and future opinion formers in 
terms of its content and how it is delivered.  The research was carried out with opinion formers who 
regularly access English language international news to give insight into how the World Service 
performs against competitors.  The suitability of different delivery platforms for the service were 
explored to assess how well these meet people’s needs and investigate new possibilities for delivery in 
the future.  
 
The overall objectives of this research were: 
• The perceived relevance and quality of the WS ELCS amongst opinion formers 
• The suitability of different delivery platforms – partner re-broadcasting, radio and online 
• How the World Service radio compares to BBC Online and BBC World as a way of reaching 

opinion formers 
 
Methodology 
The research comprised in-depth interviews and online group discussions with current and future 
opinion formers across 6 different countries. A total of 53 people were consulted. 
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Opinion formers were chosen as the subject of this research because of their influential status and 
ability to comment on wider usage. Opinion Leader conducted 29 in-depth telephone interviews with 
current opinion formers, who were defined as people in senior positions of influence in the following 
categories: 
• Politicians/senior government advisors 
• Heads of NGOs 
• Senior journalists/commentators 
• Senior academics 
• Business Leaders 
The interviews lasted roughly 30 minutes and were recorded and transcribed. 
 
This was supported by 4 online group discussions, each with 6 future opinion formers, who were 
defined as those in less senior positions, but likely to be influential in the future. They were broadly 
drawn from the same categories as above and included: 
• Senior managers in cultural organisations 
• Senior managers in larger companies 
• Students who show evidence of joining the above categories 
The online discussion groups lasted 1 hour and were hosted with a service called Campfire, which 
provided full transcripts for each discussion.  
   
The 6 countries selected for this research were chosen to represent a mix of markets where there is a 
large audience and those where there is a declining or very small audience: 
• US (second largest market) 
• Ghana (third largest market) 
• India (fourth largest market) 
• Western Europe (declining market) 
• Russia (very small but strategically important market) 
• Singapore (niche market) 
 
Groups were not carried out in Russia or Ghana because of levels of English and limitations on internet 
capacity.   
 
A high proportion of those interviewed were World Service listeners, though this varied by country. Most 
listeners were accessing the World Service (WS) regularly (at least once a week) with some listening 
less regularly (every 2 or 3 weeks). 
 
The sample frame is shown below: 
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 Country Opinion formers Future opinion formers 

US 5 depths (4 WS listeners) 1 online group (half WS listeners) 

Germany  5 depths (3 WS listeners) 1 online group (half WS listeners) 

Russia 4 depths (1 WS listener)   

India 5 depths (1 WS listener) 1 online group (majority not WS listeners) 

Singapore 5 depths (4 WS listeners) 1 online group (all WS listeners) 

Ghana 5 depths (All WS listeners)   

Total 29 depths 4 online groups – 24 participants 

 
Recruitment and pre-tasking of current opinion formers 
Opinion Leader conducted desk research to develop initial sample lists of current opinion formers in 
each country. Recruitment was carried out by emailing an approach letter, along with a bona fide letter 
from the BBC Trust to people on the sample list, which was then followed up by phone calls.  Those 
who were willing to take part were asked a series of screening questions to ensure they fitted the 
specification which included English proficiency, interest in English news, awareness of the BBC and 
World Service listening status. We aimed to recruit a minimum of 50% of participants to be regular 
World Service listeners in all countries apart from Russia or India, which have smaller audiences (given 
the limitations of BBC World Service broadcasting in these countries). We offered participants a 70 
pound sterling (or equivalent) charity donation as a thank you for taking part. 
 
Current opinion former participants were emailed 1 sound file of World Service news programmes to 
listen to before the interview (ca 10 minutes long).  We also asked them to fill out a questionnaire about 
their media habits so that we knew some background to the participants before the interviews and to 
warm them up to the discussion subject matter. The questionnaire also asked them to note their initial 
impressions of the sound file.  
 
Recruitment and pre-tasking of future opinion formers 
For future opinion formers, we worked with partners in each country to recruit suitable participants who 
were likely to be influential in the future and fitted the other criteria set out in the specification (English 
proficiency, interest in English news, internet access and usage, awareness of the BBC and World 
Service listening status, demographics, education and Socio-economic Grade). We aimed for at least 
half of the participants to be World Service listeners, apart from in India (for the same reason as above).  
 
These participants were sent 2 sound files from the BBC World Service to listen to before the online 
discussion forum, one containing clips from news programmes and another from non-news programmes 
(also about 10 minutes long) enabling us to ask about the full range of content broadcast.  They too 
were asked to complete a questionnaire in advance of the groups, recording the same information as 
above. The participants received the equivalent of 70 pounds sterling as an incentive for taking part.  
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2. Executive summary 
 
The BBC Trust commissioned Opinion Leader to conduct qualitative research among opinion formers 
about their use and view of the BBC World Service English Language Core Service (ELCS) in January 
and February 2008.  The objectives were to get an evaluation of the service provided, particularly in 
terms of relevance and quality as well as exploring the suitability of different delivery platforms.   
 
29 in depth telephone interviews were carried out with current opinion formers in 6 countries (Germany, 
Singapore, USA, India, Russia and Ghana).  Current opinion formers were identified as being people 
who were in positions of influence already and included people from the following professions: 
• Politicians/senior government advisors 
• Heads of NGOs 
• Senior journalists/commentators 
• Senior academics 
• Business Leaders 
 
In addition we conducted 4 online discussion groups, each held with 6 future opinion formers (those 
likely to be in a position of influence in the future, from the same professions as above) in Germany, 
Singapore, India and the USA.  A high proportion of those interviewed were World Service listeners, 
though this varied by country. Most listeners were accessing the World Service (WS) regularly (at least 
once a week) with some listening less regularly (every 2 or 3 weeks). 
  
 Country Opinion formers Future opinion formers 

US 5 depths (4 WS listeners) 1 online group (half WS listeners) 

Germany  5 depths (3 WS listeners) 1 online group (half WS listeners) 

Russia 4 depths (1 WS listener)   

India 5 depths (1 WS listener) 1 online group (majority not WS listeners) 

Singapore 5 depths (4 WS listeners) 1 online group (all WS listeners) 

Ghana 5 depths (All WS listeners)   

Total 29 depths 4 online groups – 24 participants 

 
Wider news consumption habits 
 

Today, there is a vast choice of formats and sources available for accessing news.  Most opinion 
formers interviewed in this study use a variety of sources and formats from which to get their news 
including radio, TV, newspapers and the internet, and their use often reflects their different lifestyles 
and professions. Given the seniority of current opinion formers, they are often very short of time but 
keen to stay on top of news, so they adopt a routine to fit around a busy schedule.  For example, they 
may check the headlines by watching TV or listening to the radio in the morning before work and then if 
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there is a particular news story that is of interest to them, they will turn to other sources to get more 
information.   
 
Opinion formers want a mixture of breaking news and more in depth analysis as they want to be 
kept up to date with what is happening, but also have the opportunity to find out about stories that 
interest them in greater depth.  The main areas of news that people were interested in were politics and 
economics although the broad range of topics covered by the World Service was appreciated. 
 
There were differences in the way the opinion formers we spoke to used different media, varying both 
by opinion former type and by country. Current opinion formers tend to mainly consume traditional 
forms of media (newspapers, television and radio) however future opinion formers, whilst still using 
traditional media, are more varied in their consumption and also use new media, particularly for 
breaking news, which they prioritise more.  Some opinion formers have changed their media 
consumption habits in the last few years, which mainly relates to using the internet more as a source 
of news.  However, this is in addition to more traditional sources they would already use, not as a 
replacement. 
 
Radio is seen as very convenient, and is often listened to whilst doing something else, as it can be on 
in the background. For example, listening to the radio in the car whilst driving seems to be a common 
occurrence. TV is mostly used in home and people enjoy the visual dimension it provides. Internet is 
mainly used by people at work, as they can check websites for news updates whilst at their computer.  
 
Conditions in different countries mean that different media dominate the market which can affect how 
opinion formers consume news.  In the more technologically advanced markets, such as Germany, 
the USA and Singapore, consumers can access a broad choice of high quality providers through a 
range of mediums so opinion formers often use several different media throughout the day, with 
higher use of the internet here.  In countries which are less technologically advanced, there may not 
be such a choice of new media available, so more traditional forms are most often used; for example, 
TV is the main medium used to access news in India, and in Ghana the radio has a large place in the 
media market. .   
 
There is an increasingly crowded market for international news providers as consumers are given a 
plethora of choice in new media formats and services with companies such as CNN and Al Jazeera 
expanding all the time.  However, the BBC manages to stand out against competitors by being 
perceived as a truly global provider with an unparalleled network of correspondents on the ground.  It 
is also seen to have a distinctive ‘British’ perspective, which both current and future opinion formers 
value and use to balance their input from other providers.  Above all it is seen as a trustworthy and 
reliable source, one that people often turn to when travelling and away from home providers. 
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General perceptions of the BBC  
 

Opinion formers often talk about ‘the BBC’ as a whole and generally do not differentiate between the 
three international services (BBC World TV, BBC World Service Radio and bbc.com).  Some 
participants use two or more BBC sources.  For example, there is a tendency to use the BBC website to 
follow up on stories in more depth and to share news with others, and some may switch on BBC World 
to get pictures of a recent event.   
 
There are certain key strengths that participants identify with all three services.  These include providing 
truly global coverage, being British, providing in depth yet concise coverage, being accurate 
and trustworthy. Impartiality is another quality the BBC is seen to perform strongly on (some 
participants identify certain isolated topics where they feel the BBC has shown less balanced 
coverage, but this is generally perceived to be the exception to the rule).  The one factor where the 
BBC may lose out to competitors is on timeliness as some perceive that the BBC doesn’t break news as 
quickly as other sources.  However, accuracy is generally a more important priority for opinion formers 
and a minority recognise that the BBC is very thorough in checking its sources.  
 

Evaluation of the BBC World Service 
 

We were able to ask in depth questions on use, content and performance of the ELCS to those current 
opinion formers who were regular World Service listeners.  For those who were not listeners, we asked 
less detailed questions based on their response to a 10 minute sound clip of BBC World Service news 
programmes which they listened to before the interview.  The online group participants all listened to the 
news clip, plus an extra 10 minute clip from non-news programmes so that we could gauge their 
response to a broader mix of content provided by the World Service.   
 

How the World Service is accessed 
The way people access the World Service is very much dependent upon where they are situated 
and the delivery platforms available to them there.  Invariably, in countries where the World Service 
is available on FM (Germany, Singapore and Ghana), this is the main method of access used as people 
find it convenient and of good sound quality.  Listening to the World Service in the car is a common 
occurrence and means this can easily fit into people’s daily routine.  Where partner stations broadcast 
the World Service (particularly in the USA), this is also a popular method as people would already be 
listening to their local station in this way. There is generally much lower use and awareness of the BBC 
World Service where it is only broadcast on Short Wave (India and Russia) as this is found to be of 
much poorer sound quality.  A very small minority of participants do listen to the BBC World Service 
through online streaming, and this tends to be those who are heavy internet users who would already 
listen live to other sources.  
 
What people tune in for 
International news is the main content that audiences tune in for and what the BBC World Service 
is most commonly associated with.  There is relatively low awareness of individual programme 
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names as people tend to tune in when they want to listen, rather than switching on for a specific 
programme and many like to have it playing in the background whilst doing something else.  However, 
some people will tune in on the hour to hear the news headlines and listeners appreciate the way a 
summary of the headlines is repeated regularly as it means they are kept updated.   
 
There is low awareness of the non-news content broadcast on the BBC World Service with only avid 
listeners mentioning programme titles.  For those that do listen beyond the news programmes, it is often 
to programmes providing more in depth coverage behind news stories such as Analysis, Assignment 
and From Our Own Correspondent.  There are also some listeners who follow the sports programmes 
and others who have a particular interest in hearing about other cultures or new developments in 
technology.  When told about the non-news content, participants were often surprised at the breadth of 
programmes offered, but also expressed interest in listening to them, showing there is potential for the 
World Service to market its non-news programming more effectively. 
 
Why people listen 
There are certain core qualities that listeners spontaneously mention as being reasons why they listen 
and things that make the BBC World Service stand out against competitors.  These include being a 
global service that enables people to get a good synopsis of what is going on around the world, and 
also to get a window on different perspectives across the globe.  This is particularly connected to their 
network of correspondents on the ground who can conduct interviews with local people affected by 
international events, which is seen as a major asset and something other sources do not provide.   
 
The ‘Britishness’ of BBC World Service is considered to be a key strength.  This comprises a 
number of elements.  The use of the BBC World Service ELCS for improving English language skills 
was highlighted as an important factor, with many having listened to it in English classes.  This reason 
for listening should not be underestimated and many felt there was an opportunity for the World Service 
to market itself more widely as a learning tool.  Apart from the language itself, the British accent of the 
presenters is also highlighted by opinion formers as a key strength.  For many, the British accent is a 
‘BBC’ characteristic and lets the listener know straight away that they are tuned into the BBC World 
Service.  Listeners appreciate the use of received pronunciation and find the presenters clear and easy 
to understand, especially in comparison to other American sources.  Apart from presentation, the BBC 
World Service is recognised to provide a British perspective on the news, which opinion formers in 
other countries value, as they are interested to hear what Britain thinks about their own country and 
global events.   
 
Having a ‘human touch’ in its reporting is also identified as a core strength and characteristic of the 
World Service.  Participants feel that World Service reporters are very skilled at bringing the news to 
life over the radio, often by interviewing local people on the ground and using sounds that capture what 
is going on, which was mentioned by both regular listens and picked up on by those listening to the 
audio clips of the World Service.  This helps listeners gain a better understanding of what it must be like 
to be there and get a sense of the impact events are having on local people. 
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Reporting skills are also highlighted as being a key strength of the World Service.  Participants feel the 
reporters and presenters have a distinctive journalistic style which ensures they contrast one side of 
a story with a different angle and provide a broad perspective.  Regular listeners admire the presenters 
for their questioning techniques and that they are not afraid to ask difficult questions to important 
officials. 
 
Performance against BBC Core Values 
The World Service is perceived to perform well on a whole range of attributes and is generally thought 
to provide a first class service that ranks among the best in the world.  The factors that the Service 
really shines on are accuracy, range, trustworthiness and being in depth as people see it as 
providing a thorough coverage of global events and a source that is greatly respected. Because of its 
high performance in these areas, the World Service is perceived to provide a very high quality service 
and this was overwhelmingly recognised.   
 
In terms of relevance, respondents did feel that the World Service provides coverage on topics that 
are relevant to them, but some recognised that as their coverage is so broad, there may be some 
areas they are less interested in depending on personal preference.  However, in Russia, India and 
Singapore, there was a desire for more regionally focused programming, particularly in Asia where 
they felt there was room for a ‘Focus on Asia’ programme to reflect the increasing role this region is 
playing in the world economic market.   
 

Impartiality is something the BBC World Service is felt to perform well on as it is seen to provide 
thorough and objective coverage on events and always gives air to both sides of a story.  Only a few 
participants identified isolated examples of perceived partiality, but this was the exception to the rule.  
Timeliness is one area where the World Service is seen to not be as consistent as other 
competitors and particularly against internet news providers. However, this was not really a major 
priority for opinion formers who typically use several sources for their news.  They may tune into the 
World Service for reasons other than getting the fastest news and often value accuracy and in depth 
analysis above this. 
 
 

The Future of Distribution 
 

Awareness and appeal of different delivery platforms 
As with accessing the World Service, the level of awareness and appeal of different delivery 
platforms is highly connected to the formats currently used by people.  For those able to receive 
the World Service on FM, they are keen that it is continued to be broadcast in this way as they find it 
easy to access.  Indeed, some opinion formers were alarmed by being asked if the BBC WS ELCS 
should continue to be broadcast on radio as they felt FM broadcast was such an essential service. 
Others in countries where it is only broadcast on Short Wave were attracted to FM because of the 
higher sound quality.  There is strong support for the continuation of the World Service being 
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broadcast on the radio as this is perceived to be a very accessible medium as most people have a 
radio and it means that even those in deprived areas can still receive a world class service.  New 
distribution methods are of greater appeal to future opinion formers, who may already be using some of 
these channels to access news and information.   
 

Live streaming through the internet does appeal to some, though this is limited mainly to those 
who use the internet a lot already. Some people can see that in the future, we might be getting a lot 
more of our media through the internet so this may be something that they would start to do but others 
felt that it was not necessary if they already had FM and that it was restrictive having to be at a 
computer.   
 

There is not very high awareness of being able to download or podcast programmes from the 
World Service, though it does appeal to heavy internet users and those who already use podcasts 
regularly. Some feel that they would only do this very occasionally if there was something of particular 
interest to them, and it is important to stress that there was little interest in downloading news as people 
preferred to receive this live and feel it would be out of date if listened to later.  For some, podcasting is 
seen as being too complicated a process to bother with, so again, it really only appeals to those who are 
familiar with the technique already.  Similarly for mobile phones, there are concerns over high costs and 
those already accessing it by other channels don’t feel they need this.   
 
A small minority who already use all-in-one hand held devices do express an interest in accessing the 
World Service through mobile phones, particularly those who are time poor and would like to receive 
news whilst travelling. 
 
 
Recommendations 
 

There are some clear messages coming across from this research which may help the BBC World 
Service ELCS in developing future plans regarding content and distribution.  The main challenge 
facing the World Service is the ever increasing plethora of choice in news providers becoming 
available worldwide which presents the WS ELCS with the challenge of how to remain a global 
competitor.   But it is important to stress that overall, participants are very satisfied by what the 
World Service already provides and feel that to maintain its high reputation, it needs to uphold its 
core values and continue to provide in depth and accurate reporting on global issues.   
 
Particular suggestions for improving the content have emerged around providing more 
regionally focused programmes, especially in Asia, to ensure that audiences receive the most 
relevant content for them.  There is also potential to develop more interactive programming to give 
an opportunity for different people around the globe to comment on events as providing a global 
perspective on the news is seen as a key strength of the World Service.  Those who listen to ‘World 
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Have Your Say’ are very keen on the programme and wish to hear more of this type of programme on 
the World Service, and there was a positive response to this on the audio clip. 
 

In terms of the future of distribution for the World Service ELCS, the main finding emerging from this 
research is that the BBC should be ready to embrace new developments in media technology, but 
not at the expense of those who may not be able to use these.  The ‘egalitarian’ nature of radio is 
seen as one of its main strengths and the World Service is respected for providing such a high quality 
service to so many people totally free.  The World Service has a diverse audience so it is important that 
they investigate new ways of meeting the needs of those who are more technologically savvy (and 
those living in technologically advanced cultures where media consumption is quickly evolving), but also 
continue to provide a service accessible to all.   
 
Encouragingly future opinion formers are more interested in new distribution methods, indicating 
that there is scope for increasing uptake through these methods in the future. The new distribution 
method which seemed to have the most potential to be used more in the future is online live 
streaming, to keep them up to date with the news. However, this service needs to be better publicised 
so people know that it’s available and how to use it. 
 
Future developments in distribution will need to respond to the needs of particular country 
markets.  In countries where the World Service is broadcast on FM (Ghana, Singapore and Germany), 
it is felt that this service should remain, but there is the potential to develop online listening as an 
extension to this. Awareness of online listening can be raised through the FM medium and in particular 
downloading and podcasting programmes could be expanded here by encouraging regular listeners 
who may have missed a programme to access it online.   
 

“Yes I think that would be quite helpful.  Sometimes you miss a programme and it would 
be helpful if you go to the website and then you listen to it then.” 

Senior Legal Associate, Singapore 
 
In countries where the World Service is broadcast on Short Wave (Russia and India), listening online 
could provide a good alternative, but the challenge here is to raise awareness about the opportunity to 
do so as there is much lower use of the World Service in these countries.  Distribution methods using 
new media will also need to take into account the technological infrastructure of individual countries and 
how many people will have access to the internet as this could be a large factor in take up of new 
services.  
 

There is significant opportunity to raise awareness of what the World Service offers as many of 
those interviewed felt that more people would listen if they knew more about it and how to access it.  
Some would welcome more information on programme schedules as they feel they would listen more 
often, and to a wider range of programmes (including more non-news programmes) if they knew what 
was on offer; email updates were proposed as a good way to do this.  Some suggested that the World 
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Service could target particular audiences more effectively, for example to encourage English teachers to 
use it in their lessons.  There is definitely potential to develop cross service advertising where the World 
Service could be publicised more on BBC World TV or bbc.com. 
 

Overall, those interviewed felt that in order to remain a global competitor, the World Service needs to 
hold on to its core values – accuracy, global coverage, providing in depth analysis – and maintain what 
it already does so well. 
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3. Main Findings 
 

3.1 Wider news consumption habits 
 
Sources and formats consumed 
Participants use a wide variety of news sources and formats, often reflecting their different lifestyles and 
professions.  Given the seniority of current opinion formers, they are often very short of time but keen to 
stay on top of news, so they adopt a routine to fit around a busy schedule.  For example, they may 
check the headlines by watching TV or listening to the radio in the morning before work and then if there 
is a particular news story that is of interest to them, they will turn to other sources to get more 
information.   
 

“Radio while driving to and from work. But definitely internet in-between.” 
Online participant, Germany 

 
“Well sometimes I do watch the news in the morning if I have time.  If I have time I take 
the newspaper with me, or the Economist and read it on the tram.  Most of the time I 
check online just to see what’s happening.  If I have time in the evening I go into more 
detail.” 

Senior Manager, Germany   
 
People tend to use local news sources to get more detailed coverage on the region they live in but use 
international providers to get news from around the world and also to get an international perspective 
on events.  Politics and business were the main areas of news people were interested in. Journalists 
and commentator participants are interested in more in depth analysis, as they tend to already know the 
headlines from their own internal sources. 
 
As people are short of time, radio is often listened to whilst doing something else as they can have it on 
in the background.  Listening to the radio in the car whilst driving is also a common occurrence.  TV is 
mostly used at home, either in the morning or evening and people enjoy the visual dimension this 
provides, so may switch on the TV to get pictures of a news story they have heard about from another 
source. 
 

“[I listen].. first thing in the morning when I get up, and every time I am in the car.  That 
usually means commuting to work and commuting back.”   

Senior Legal Associate, Singapore 
  
Internet is mainly used by people at work as people can easily check websites for news updates whilst 
at their computers, mainly during work time.  Some people will choose to follow up a news item that 
interests them in more detail on the web, and others enjoy the control it gives them over what news they 
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look at and in how much depth.  Another distinctive feature of online news is that it can be shared easily 
with others and some participants mention that they will often forward on links to news pages to friends.  
Participants also enjoy the more interactive element of the internet as they can post comments or email 
responses to news articles.  
 

“I think the internet is always up to date and you can choose to read the news in depth 
or just browse” 

Online group participant, Germany 
 

“..and online - it’s interactive, I can talk back, I can say something, I can engage in 
conversation.” 

Journalist, Ghana 
 
Future opinion former participants often use the internet as their main source of news, reflecting their 
tendency to be more technologically aware.  However, this is usually in combination with several other 
forms of media, such as TV, newspaper or radio as future opinion formers often like to balance input 
from several sources to ensure they are getting a full picture.  Breaking news is also a higher priority 
for future opinion formers who may be getting regular updates on events through email alerts and RSS 
feeds. 
 
Distinctions by country markets 
Opinion formers in Germany tend to consume news through a variety of new media such as the 
internet, through a blackberry or iPhone and digital DRM radio, reflecting the sophisticated media 
market here.  They are able to access a wide variety of international news sources relatively easily, 
however, some find the amount of channels to choose from overwhelming, and comment that the BBC 
stands out, particularly due to its strong reputation for being unbiased and accurate.  The main English 
language news competitor named by participants was CNNI. Other (German) sources of international 
news include: Deutsche Welle, ARD and other Public Service Broadcasters and Spiegel.de online 
services. 
 

Germany has a lot of media and you don’t need to follow the news in foreign languages 
everyday because you have a variety of media whenever you want.  So I need a 
specific interest; if I’m focusing on a British story then I read BBC, or if I want to 
compare for example the coverage of an event by bbc.com and Voice of America and 
Deutsche Welle for example.    

 
Senior Journalist, Germany 

 
Participants in the USA (all from the East Coast) place a higher emphasis on printed material, and the 
New York Times, Wall Street Journal and Washington Post were popular sources for news and 
analysis.  The websites for these newspapers are also frequently referenced as news sources as well 
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as other international news services like Reuters. Predominant competitors for the BBC World TV here 
are CNN, MSNBC, and Fox and on radio participants were also using public service broadcasters like 
NPR.  The BBC is often used to get an outside perspective on US events, which they value. 
 

“Nine times out of ten for deeper analysis I'd go to the newspapers and magazines, but 
I would say…that a large part of it depends on where I am.” 

Congressional Aide, USA   
 
Opinion formers in Russia tend to focus on Russian sources for TV, Radio and Internet news, with 
international sources not being used as regularly as in other countries. Indeed recruitment was 
particularly tricky in this market as it proved more difficult to find regular users of English Language 
International news in Russia than the other countries.  For those that do access English language 
international news, in addition to BBC other sources include Euronews, Deutsche Welle and Voice of 
America. 
 
Participants in India tend to prefer TV as their main medium for accessing news, and they particularly 
favoured BBC World TV. They also relied on the internet.  They identify breaking news as a priority and 
stress the importance of being able to access the headlines quickly. However they also value critical 
analysis, for which the BBC is seen to perform well on.  Other English language news sources used 
include CNN-IBN and Fox, CNBC, Star news. 
 

“I only listen to BBC when I am not watching TV.” 
Senior Academic, India 

 
Singaporean opinion formers place a very strong emphasis on international news providers; they 
comment on the small size of Singapore and the large impact that international news has on them.  
Breadth of coverage is a real priority here with people often using several English Language News 
providers and aiming to get a global perspective on the news.  BBC World Service is strongly followed, 
because it is easy to access on FM, and a lot of opinion formers drive so they can listen to it easily in 
their cars.  There is also high respect for the BBC here, perhaps being a former colony.  There is also a 
strong emphasis on Asian news, given its impact on Singaporeans, so a lot of people watch Channel 
News Asia and read the Strait Times.  Other international news providers include CNN and CNBC. 
 
Opinion formers in Ghana have a very strong affiliation with the BBC and the World Service in 
particular.  All of those interviewed were BBC World Service listeners and many listen to it in their cars 
or mention that it is even on in cafes in the background.  However, there is also an appetite for other 
international sources such as CNN, Al Jazeera and Deutsche Welle in particular, which some feel give a 
better coverage of some news such as the current Kenyan crisis. Participants regard Al Jazeera as the 
main competitor with the BBC on TV, but with radio the BBC holds a special place, perhaps because it 
is broadcast on FM and also given their post colonial affiliations (for instance the UK premiership is very 
popular).   
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How the BBC compares to competitors and where the BBC fits in the mix of other sources used 
The BBC is perceived to fare very well against its competitors and there are key reasons why opinion 
formers turn to the BBC over other providers.  A key BBC strength is its global reach, provided by its 
considerable network of correspondents on the ground.  The BBC is widely recognised to have the best 
network of correspondents in the world and this gives it credibility and trustworthiness. 
 

“They [CNN] don’t know Africa much.  BBC knows Africa, BBC knows Asia, BBC knows 
the Middle East and they know Europe, because you are there with them” 

Head of NGO, Ghana  
 

Opinion formers are keen to balance news from different sources, so they turn to the BBC to get a 
different perspective on events and compliment their intake from other providers.  Another perceived 
strength of the BBC is that it is seen to give a voice to those who may not usually be heard, through 
BBC reporters who are renowned for their interviews with local people where events are taking place.  
Some also turn to the BBC for a British perspective, such as American opinion formers hoping to get a 
British view on events in their own country.     
 

“..as an opinion leader you need to know things a little bit in advance so it is always 
better to balance your personal impressions that you have from reported experience of 
the events” 

Senior Academic, Germany 
 

“US sources tend to have a certain filter that I can get beyond by listening and tuning 
into the BBC” 

Head of NGO, USA 
 

“The BBC provides the largest variety of content” 
Online group participant, USA 

 
Several participants mention that they use the BBC whilst travelling and will turn on BBC World when in 
hotels.  They turn to the BBC when away from other trusted local providers because they regard the 
BBC as an accurate and reliable news source.  Impartiality is another important attribute participants 
associate with the BBC as many participants feel that they provide trustworthy and objective reporting.  
Some recognise that the BBC is not commercially funded which adds to their perception of it as 
impartial as they feel that they provide good journalism as part of their ‘duty’ and are not driven by 
profits or viewing figures.   
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3.2  Perceptions of the BBC as a whole 
 
Use of different BBC sources (BBC World Service, BBC World TV and bbc.com) 
Participants tend to use two or more BBC sources, reflecting the variety of media available to them.  
How and why they use each source is very much linked to how they access them (rather than likes / 
dislikes of each source).  For example, most users of bbc.com access it during the day at work where 
they are already using the internet in the office.  BBC World TV is most commonly watched at home, 
either in the morning or evening, although some participants watch BBC World in hotels when on 
business trips.   BBC World Service is accessed where and when people can most easily receive radio, 
with a significant proportion of people choosing to listen in their cars on the way to work.   
 

“Convenience - I listen to BBC radio in the mornings while I am getting ready/en route 
to work” 

Online group participant, USA 
 

“..when I'm travelling, the BBC has a big advantage, it has international coverage and I 
do travel quite a lot.. so when I'm travelling especially out of the country I prefer BBC 
World.” 

Head of NGO, India 
 
Participants who see themselves as ‘loyal’ BBC consumers tend to access BBC services very 
frequently, whereas those who use it to supplement other news sources will turn to the BBC on a more 
ad hoc basis, for example if there is a particular event in the news they want to get the BBC’s 
perspective on.  The bbc.com website is frequently used both as a source for breaking news and a 
place to research stories in more depth.  Some participants (particularly future opinion formers) prefer 
the website to other BBC sources, as it is a more interactive service, where they can have their own 
input by posting on a message board or share news with others by emailing them links.  There is also 
the opportunity to have more control over what news they view and in how much depth. 
 

“..because with the [BBC] website you know if I click on a story about Kenya, then there 
are many other related stories that will appear on that page, so it’s easier for me to dig 
deeper and deeper on a particular subject.” 

Editor of online journal, Ghana 
 

“It allows me to share news”  
NGO Head, USA 
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Perceived BBC strengths 
Many participants do not distinguish between the different sources of BBC as having different content or 
styles, but rather see the totality of what they offer under one BBC brand.  Both current and future 
opinion formers mention several core qualities of the BBC brand which are the reasons why they use 
the BBC (be in on television, radio or online), which are outlined below. 
 
Global coverage 
Opinion formers feel that the BBC provides one of the best (if not the best) comprehensive global 
coverage of international events. They comment on the extensive network of BBC correspondents who 
can report on what is happening on the ground.  Having international correspondents based in so many 
countries around the world is perceived to be a major strength of the BBC and something that makes 
them stand out against other international competitors.  This is particularly identified by US participants 
who feel that American providers are cutting back on foreign coverage.   
 

“But CNN coverage of the global news is less, as it’s more American news. That is why 
I go for BBC, because it has more global coverage.” 

Senior Academic, India   
 

“..if you specifically want to kind of want to know what’s going on elsewhere in the world 
then that would be a good reason to tune into the BBC” 

Executive Director, USA 
 
“I think it is strength that you are ever the best network of correspondents worldwide.” 

Senior Journalist, Germany   
 
Britishness 
‘Britishness’ is felt to be an integral part of the BBC identity.  This is born out in several factors, one of 
which is the use of the English Language.  Many participants mention that BBC radio or TV is often 
used by people to improve their English language skills, which is not to be underestimated as one of its 
strengths and some will choose the BBC over American providers as they find it easier to understand.  
For many, the British accent is one of the most distinctive factors of the BBC and something that makes 
it instantly recognisable.  Listeners appreciate the use of received pronunciation and participants feel it 
is very clear, easy to understand and professional.   
 

“I think it is very important to continue to speak slowly and clearly, because it is also a 
programme for foreigners … because I also take the BBC as something to learn 
English, to improve my English.” 

Senior Journalist, Germany 
 

“The BBC sounds more sophisticated than CNN or NBC for example” 
Online participant, Germany 
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Another factor that opinion formers value, is the British perspective that the BBC can provide and many 
feel that it gives them a broader insight into the news.  For example, the British perspective of the BBC 
was seen to be an important factor for American participants who valued having an outside view of 
American events, such as the current presidential race. 
 

“They focus the lense on it in a different way” 
Congressional Aide, USA 

 
In depth and concise 
Opinion formers value the level of depth that the BBC provides in its reporting, which some recognise is 
a quality being lost in the increasing frenzy of new media sources. Participants will often choose to go to 
the BBC to look at a news item in more depth as they perceive the BBC to cover the news very 
thoroughly.  However, participants comment that the depth provided by the BBC does not make for 
lengthy reports, rather they comment that the BBC is excellent at providing in depth yet concise news 
and feel that their reporters are skilled in getting across a lot of details in a short space of time. This 
ability to get across the key information in a quick, clear and concise way is a highly valued strength of 
the BBC and a key differentiator against its competitors.  It is particularly important for time poor opinion 
formers who want a detailed picture of the news in a short time space.   
  

“I can drill down deeper” 
NGO Head, USA 

 
“They understand the minutia but don’t get consumed by the minutia” 

Congressional Aide, USA 
 

“I get more in depth analysis from the BBC.  CNN is good at catching our attention but it 
provides more 'sensational' news rather than in depth analysis.” 

Online group participant, Singapore 
 
 
Accuracy and trustworthiness 
There is a very high level of trust identified with the BBC among participants and many describe it as 
accurate and credible.  The perceived depth of the BBC’s news coverage adds to participants’ trust of 
the source as they feel the BBC is very thorough in its research and investigation.   
 

“Simply all of us feel that BBC News is more trustworthy, where they focus more on the 
proper news items and they don’t just do it for the sake of gaining popularity.  It is quite 
a balanced news.   

Head of NGO, India 
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“Anyone who is interested to look at news will have no question at all about their 
reliability.” 

Senior Political Advisor, Singapore   
 
Impartiality  
Most participants consider the BBC to report impartially and see impartiality as a strength of BBC 
reporting, although some participants mention isolated events where they feel the BBC has shown 
partiality, as mentioned later on.   
 
The BBC is seen to provide high quality, robust and trustworthy reporting and participants cannot 
generally think of times when they have felt the BBC was being impartial.  Some participants also 
consider its non-commercial status as a contributing factor to its impartiality.  
 
The reporting style of BBC journalists is also recognised to be very thorough and objective, adding to 
the BBC’s reputation of impartiality.  Participants acknowledge their thoroughness in representing both 
sides of an argument and respect their courage in asking senior leaders difficult questions, which 
contributes to their view of the BBC as being a rigorous, trusted and independent source. There is also 
a perception amongst participants that the BBC covers parts of the world that other providers don’t, 
such as Africa, and that this adds to the perception of balanced coverage, as it gives a voice to those 
who may not normally be heard.   
 

“It’s global, it’s balanced, it tends to focus on parts of the world that others don’t” 
Head of NGO, USA 

 
“Because BBC is typically nuanced in their reporting and do cover both sides of the 
story.” 

Online participant, Singapore 
 
Quality 
All the BBC’s strengths outlined above contribute to the sense that the BBC, in all formats, is very high 
quality. Factors such as its trustworthiness, objectivity and provision of in depth coverage contribute to 
people’s perception of the BBC as a high quality news provider, as does the key BBC strength of 
providing a concise yet comprehensive picture of what is going on in the world. The quality of its 
analysis of the news, with the perceived strength of its reporters, the robustness of its interviews and the 
breath of coverage are also important factors. 
 

“Yeah I think it is [high quality], for two reasons…. the impartiality I think is key, and 
then secondly the ability to go into a story in depth.”   

Senior Academic, USA 
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Perceived BBC weaknesses 
Overall, the BBC is perceived by participants to be of extremely high quality and one of the leading 
providers of international news.  Some of those interviewed were not able to think of any weaknesses of 
the BBC, and those outlined below were only mentioned by a minority. 
 
Timeliness  
The BBC is generally thought to provide breaking news quickly and to the satisfaction of the majority of 
participants.  However, some who place a higher emphasis on breaking news, such as future opinion 
formers, may notice that the BBC is not always the first to cover breaking news and that timeliness is 
perhaps not always their biggest strength.  Yet this does not impact on their use of the BBC as they are 
happy to get breaking news from other sources and may use the BBC for other reasons, such as more 
in depth analysis.  In addition, they value accuracy and recognise the importance of BBC taking more 
time to break a story in order to verify the facts before broadcasting. 
 
Impartiality 
There are a minority of participants who felt that in certain isolated cases, the BBC is not always entirely 
objective in the way it reports.  There is a perception of greater emphasis on reporting from 
commonwealth countries, which some see as reflecting a ‘Britain–centric’ attitude to global events.  
Some participants expressed concern that the BBC had a particular ‘angle’ on certain topics such as 
Zimbabwe, the War in Iraq and the Israel-Palestine conflict.  Others felt that on certain occasions, the 
BBC had taken on one side as a cause and had ceased to be simply reporting, but had become ‘part of 
the game’. 
 

“I think it’s impartial but there are times that they will be talking of something that you 
understand very well and you can gather from the angle they’ve chosen you can 
understand what, which side they are taking...the Zimbabwe situation for example, I 
think BBC has been extremely one sided, so you know” 

Editor of online journal, Ghana 
 
Relevance 
Although overall participants express satisfaction with the range of topics covered by the BBC, some 
feel that they could go into more depth on certain subjects which would make their coverage more 
relevant to them.  Invariably, this was concerning coverage in the participant’s own country or region as 
participants felt that they would benefit from a more focused programme. This was most prominent from 
participants in India and Singapore who felt that Asia in general did not get enough attention in BBC 
coverage and that this is important because of the increasing role Asian countries such as India and 
China are playing in the world economy. 
 

“Yes, I think there needs to be more, I think especially on China and India.  I mean this 
is one third of humanity already, so I think there needs to be more airtime given to 
these places” 

Newspaper Editor, Singapore 
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“I’d like to hear more about China and India and their relations with the West - being 
emerging giants.” 

Online participant, Singapore 
 

“But many times, something that is very important to us in Asia does not get covered because 
other things are happening in other parts of the world.  This is given more priority.  A very small 
thing in the UK will get much more coverage.”   

Head of NGO, India 
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3.3 Evaluation of BBC World Service 
 
How the World Service is accessed 
This section outlines the ways in which the opinion formers we spoke to access the World Service. 
Given the relatively small sample sizes in each country, this cannot be used as a comprehensive 
evaluation of how the World Service is accessed.  However, it does give a flavour of trends among 
opinion formers and there are some broad findings we can draw out here.  One of the main points that 
has become clear about how people access the World Service, is that this is very dependent on how 
easy it is and what mediums are available to them at a certain time. 
 

“It depends very much on the place you are how you access it” 
Journalist, Germany 

 
FM 
In countries where the World Service is broadcast on FM (Ghana, Singapore, Germany and on partner 
stations in the USA) this is the main method of access.  The ease of access via FM meant that a higher 
proportion of those interviewed in these countries were regular World Service listeners.  People find that 
the quality of FM is very good and that they are able to listen when on the move, particularly in the car. 
 

“It's just something in the background, I'm getting ready to go to work, or else when I'm 
driving sometimes to work” 

Head of NGO, USA 
 
Short Wave 
A small minority of participants access the World Service on Short Wave.  The sound quality of Short 
Wave is perceived to be very poor which means that many people do not choose this medium.  In 
countries where FM broadcast has been ceased (Russia and India), Short Wave is seen to be an 
insufficient alternative and many are not aware of the World Service being broadcast there at all or have 
been unable to find the correct frequency.   
 

“99% of Russian people, at least the ones I know, they only listen to FM” 
Senior Academic, Russia 

 
Satellite and Cable 
A very small number of participants use satellite to access the World Service.  They are typically high 
consumers of radio and are prepared to pay a subscription to receive a range of different stations.  
Listening through satellite requires a satellite receiver, so people tend to listen at home.  
 
Online 
A minority of participants access the World Service through the internet.  These tended to be future 
opinion formers. They are people who use the internet frequently and would already be familiar with live 
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streaming from other providers.  Most users online are live streaming the radio rather than downloading 
programmes so they use it instead of FM or Short Wave.  
 
Partner stations 
The majority of participants in the USA listen to the BBC World Service through partner stations such as 
New York Public Radio station WNYC. This was also the case for some Ghanaian participants who 
heard re-broadcasts on Joy FM.  Those who only listen this way are limited in their experience of the 
World Service by what the partner station chooses to broadcast, for example those listening on public 
radio partners were largely unaware that the World Service did any programmes that were not news 
focused. 
 

“Those partnership efforts I find interesting.. because I consciously sort of look for BBC 
and the partnerships allow me to not have to do that.” 

Head of NGO, USA   
 
What people tune in for 
Most participants find it difficult to distinguish between programmes when asked which ones they listen 
to, as they tend to tune in at a time that is most convenient to them, rather than switching on for a 
specific programme.  This may mean that they miss the title at the beginning so are not able to identify 
particular programmes.  But for many, they felt that the BBC World Service offered a very consistent 
service which had traits and strengths that were identifiable throughout all their listening to the World 
Service. 
 

“No, I just switch it on whenever I am near a radio, I don’t follow the schedules. I don’t 
really differentiate between them – to me they are all news programmes” 

Senior Legal Associate, Singapore 
 
News programmes 
The vast majority of participants tune into the World Service to access news.  Some tune in on the hour 
to hear the headlines and many mention that they appreciate the way the World Service repeats the 
headlines regularly through its news programmes so they can stay up to date.  People who are using 
the World Service as one of their main sources of international news are looking to get a good synopsis 
of the main stories that day so the most frequently mentioned programmes were World Briefing, The 
World Today and Newshour.   
 

“..the news is repeated every hour, so even if I miss this hour or the next hour I am able 
to get it later.” 

Newspaper Editor, Ghana 
 
Non News programmes 
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Many participants were not aware that the World Service broadcast non-news programmes and only 
avid listeners were aware of the full breadth of content.  From the online forums, future opinion formers 
were surprised that the BBC World Service offered such a wide range of programmes as many only 
associated it with news.  Those that do listen, the most frequently mentioned were more in depth 
programmes that follow up on an aspect of the news, such as Analysis, Assignment and From Our Own 
Correspondent.  Participants appreciated that these programmes provided a ‘zoom in’ on the news and 
were able to give a greater insight to a global issue.  Others also valued the interactive programmes 
such as ‘World Have Your Say’ and enjoyed hearing perspectives from callers around the world, 
something they felt the World Service could do more of. 
 

“The personal story informs the broader story” 
NGO Head, USA 

 
“It [Assignment] brings alive a part of the world and an issue I hadn’t thought of” 

Journalist, Singapore 
 

“I like World Have Your say” 
Online participant, Singapore 

 
Some also listen in for specific sports programmes such as Sportsworld and Sports Round Up.  This 
tends to be people who are interested in a particular sport, such as football, with some using the World 
Service to follow the English Premiere League or tune in for a particular competition such as the Africa 
Cup.  This seemed more prevalent amongst future opinion formers who may be used to following 
international sports competition through the internet already. 
 

“Yes I like the sports coverage, especially soccer because it is very in depth” 
Online group participant, Singapore 

 
Some regular listeners also mention that they enjoy the breadth of cultures that the BBC represents in 
its non-news programmes.  They appreciate hearing from less well known artists in other countries and 
being kept up to date with developments in music and the arts around the world on programmes such 
as The Ticket and Charlie Gillet’s World of Music. 
 

Science programmes are also mentioned by some listeners as being a strength of the World Service’s 
offering.  These are people who are keen to hear about the latest developments in technology and feel 
that the World Service is very good at explaining complicated issues in an easy to understand way.   
 

“Discovery -  it’s again because of the kinds of information, the knowledge it just gives 
you on so many different subjects from the solar system to your internal organs, to new 
discoveries in medicine and that kind of thing.  Yes so it’s a programme I like very 
much.” 
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Newspaper Editor, Ghana      
 

“..when it comes to technology I think BBC does very well.  I like Click for example, and 
I haven’t found any equivalent programme on another station, Sky News or CNN or Al 
Jazeera that really tells me about what’s happening in the world of technology.” 

Editor of online journal, Ghana 
 
Why people listen - Spontaneous responses 
In discussion we initially asked participants why they listen to the BBC World Service ELCS, and we 
then prompted on a number of factors. This section outlines participants’ initial spontaneous responses, 
where participants listed a variety of factors that capture what makes it distinctive for them.  The values 
that are top of mind and make the World Service distinctive include its global perspective, its ‘British’ 
style, its ‘human’ touch and its robust reporting style.  These are explored in more depth below. 
 

“It’s a matter of brand name recognition I should say because … I’ve been listening to 
the BBC for more than forty years already.  It’s a matter of trust.  I am a dedicated 
listener.  So I think that’s why I love the BBC broadcasts.  It’s like an old friend.” 

Managing Director, Russia 
 
Getting a global perspective 
Providing a global perspective is something that is identified as a major strength of the BBC World 
Service.  It is seen to provide this in two ways; by giving a good synopsis of the main news from around 
the world and by giving an opportunity for people around the world to give their perspective on events.  
Having correspondents on the ground in each country is a major part of providing this global perspective 
and something that other radio sources cannot match.  Participants value hearing interviews with local 
people who are actually experiencing the events taking place in their own country as they feel this gives 
context and a deeper insight into the news.   
 

“.. it's one of the few truly global reporting capacities out there and others are being 
dismantled which is very unfortunate” 

Head of NGO, USA 
 

“I can compare with the BBC view on Russian events and it is quite interesting to look 
at another point of view than you may have here in Russia” 

Senior Academic, Russia 
 
Britishness 
Listeners recognise the BBC World Service as a British news provider and this is one of the things that 
makes it stand out.  They value the British perspective on events that the BBC provides and also certain 
‘British’ characteristics which they associate with the BBC; namely the language and accent.  Over the 
radio, the style of the British accent comes across as distinctive to other providers and listeners find the 
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presenters’ use of received pronunciation very clear and easy to understand, particularly more so than 
American accents.  It is clear that listening to the World Service on the radio in order to improve English 
Language skills is a significant reason to listen for some people in other countries.  Those interviewed 
generally had well developed English, but some still mention that they use it to keep their English at a 
high standard and others recalled listening to the World Service at school when they were learning 
English for the first time.   
 

“..in fact it was the recommended news station by my teacher.  We had to tune in to 
BBC at least twice a week to listen to the news.” 

Online group participant, Singapore 
 

“the BBC World Service is extremely useful for Russian and international students of 
English language, because the students like listening to the BBC transmissions 
because of a very good standard of English.” 

Managing Director, Russia  
 

“..it is typical BBC, so you can understand the language and the way the presenter is 
presenting the news; this was also very evident in the clips, you immediately 
understand this is the BBC.  So it has a high degree of identity.” 

Senior Journalist, Germany 
 
Human touch 
Participants often spontaneously comment on how the World Service manages to give a ‘personal’ feel 
to their reports and give a human dimension to the news.  This was particularly clear in participants’ 
responses to the sound clips, when many picked out the reporters interviews with local people as a 
distinctive feature and commented that they enjoyed hearing first hand accounts of the impact that 
events are having on the ground.  Some also mentioned that they appreciated how reports often used 
other sounds to bring the story to life, such as the sound of Benazir Bhutto’s plane landing, which 
makes them feel as if they are really there. 
 

“They have their own brand of journalism and draw the reader in... a sense of drama 
and humour.... also enterprising - they seek out stories - or stories behind stories - other 
outlets might not deem newsworthy-   a sense of humanity you don't always sense in 
the mainstream media.” 

Online group participant, USA 
 

“..you know you here so much about this that sometimes you just kind of tune it out but 
to hear the children's voices on that I think was valuable - it made me listen.” 

Executive Director, USA 
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“I like it when the important news (e.g. Iraqi war) is covered first and also in-depth, but I 
very much enjoyed also to have personal reports (e.g. from people living in Iraq)” 

Online group participant, Germany 
 
Reporting skills 
Listeners feel that BBC World Service reporters and presenters have very good reporting skills and 
have a distinctive journalistic style which is admired.  They see that reporters are consistent in giving 
more than one angle on a story and in giving equal air to both sides.  They also comment that they like 
the questioning techniques of journalists, saying that they are not afraid to ask difficult questions to 
important politicians. 
 

“I benefited from the line of questioning they take, going from one angle to another – I 
would not have thought of asking the question in that way” 

Senior Academic, Singapore 
 

“..the high rank of journalistic standards, so this is reliability, format, so you know what 
is happening and why and when; the reporters are correctly citing their sources so 
professional quality is very high.” 

Senior Journalist, Germany 
 
Why people listen - Performance against BBC Core Values  
Participants were prompted to comment on a particular set of values and how well they feel the BBC 
World Service ELCS performs against these.  When prompted, the areas that the World Service stands 
out most in are accuracy, breadth and depth of coverage and being trustworthy.  The World Service 
also performs well in impartiality and timeliness, although these come with caveats.  Perceived BBC 
World Service performance against these values is outlined in detail below. 
 
Accuracy 
The BBC World Service is perceived to be a highly accurate source of information which is widely 
trusted and respected.  Hearing from correspondents who can report on events first hand is seen as a 
major asset and a reason to trust the accuracy of reports.  A minority recognise that the BBC World 
Service is thorough in checking its sources, which can lead to them not being the fastest with breaking 
news, but this only confirms the BBC strength in providing accurate news, which they prioritise.   
 

“I just feel like its accurate and thorough and much more so than some of what we have 
going on in our media” 

Executive Director, USA 
 
Wide range of coverage 
Opinion formers welcome the breadth of coverage provided by the World Service. They believe that the 
very wide range of countries and topics covered is an important strength of the World Service.  Some 
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comment that the World Service covers news from countries that are overlooked by other providers 
which they value. 
 

“You hear things covered that you don’t hear anywhere else” 
  Journalist, USA 
 
In Depth analysis 
In addition to breadth of coverage, participants also welcome the depth of coverage provided by the 
World Service. They are very satisfied with the level of in depth analysis provided and some tune in 
specifically for this.  The BBC World Service is seen as being very good at conveying a large amount of 
information quickly and concisely.  Participants contrast this with other, often local news sources, which 
they say take much longer to convey the same amount of information.  Participants appreciate how 
reporters give details about the context of a news story – for instance summarising the history behind it– 
before explaining the latest event.   
 

“I find for individual areas I can drill down deeper and get more information, but for both 
breadth and depth the combination of both, that’s what I like” 

Head of NGO, USA 
 

“..they kind of give you the background before you get into it so you are not plunged 
into something you have out of context” 

Executive Director, USA 
 

A small minority of participants felt there were certain topics that they would like to see covered in 
greater depth on the BBC World Service, but these tended to be people with a particular interest in a 
topic, such as technology issues. 
 
Timeliness 
The BBC World Service is generally perceived to meet people’s needs in terms of getting breaking 
news fast.   However, as mentioned a minority of participants, particularly those more focused on 
headlines and to whom timeliness is more of a priority, recognise that the World Service is often beaten 
by other sources, particularly those on the internet. But for these people, this does not matter as they 
are turning to the World Service for other reasons such as deeper analysis or impartiality and they value 
the accuracy of reporting. 

 
“…being fast with the news is for me also medium important or unimportant and what is 
very important for me is the un-biased and objective news which I like very much.” 

Senior Academic, Germany 
 
Being impartial and objective 
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Impartiality is something the World Service is seen to perform well on, as is the case with the BBC more 
broadly, as mentioned above. Most participants feel it does a good job of providing objective and 
unbiased coverage.  They comment that World Service often shows two sides of story, and they respect 
the World Service for giving a voice to the vulnerable and speaking to those most affected.  For those 
who are aware that the World Service is publicly funded this supports people’s view of it as impartial, as 
they feel it is free from commercial interests which other providers may be swayed by.   
 
 

“It’s particularly strong because it’s seen as neutral, or at least as neutral as it can be, 
certainly compared to other stations.. because I know how it is funded.” 

Senior Legal Associate, Singapore 
 
However, some participants do comment on isolated cases or areas where they believe the World 
Service has shown partiality and may have represented the views of one side more than another, such 
as in Zimbabwe or during the unrest in Burma.  In other cases, some participants have perceived the 
World Service to over emphasise certain stories which leads them to feel they have a particular 
‘agenda’, such as their coverage of the war in Iraq and the Israel/Palestine.  
 

“It is not 100 percent unbiased, because it speaks from the UK …I think it is a reality.  I 
wouldn’t judge it because we are always trying to be very, very neutral and objective, 
but of course it is a vision, it’s a dream – you can never achieve it.” 

Senior Journalist, Germany   
 
Several listeners in Ghana feel that the World Service is not totally objective in its coverage of African 
news and that they tend to focus on negative stories, such as the violence in Sudan or the situation in 
Zimbabwe.  They see this as contributing to a ‘colonial’ or even patronising view of Africa and would 
welcome a programme that highlighted the innovations and achievements of Africans. 

 
“And then the other weakness is that I don’t think they pay, the BBC pays as much 
attention on Africa as it should.  Of course it has programmes like Focus on Africa and 
so on and so forth, but they are targeted more like you would target a minority group.  
It’s not given the seriousness of a mainline news… when they give such reports, then I 
have this niggly feeling that they are not reporting to the world but they are reporting to 
a British audience back home, so that kind of thing they should try and remove from 
their reporting and their truly world status would be established to me.” 

Newspaper Editor, Ghana 
 
A minority of participants complain that occasionally the World Service focuses too much on sensational 
stories or tries to emphasise the emotional impact of events. 
 
Being a source you can trust 
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The BBC World Service is highly trusted and respected by participants in all countries and generally 
thought of as one of the best authorities on international news in the world.  It is trusted for being 
accurate and impartial and has a reputation for providing very high quality coverage.  The long history of 
the BBC also adds to its trustworthiness.  For some, it carries a familiarity, some describing it as an ‘old 
friend’, which means people trust it as they have been listening for years, which some participants 
commented on in response to the sound clips. 
 

“All the clips came with that typical BBC stamp, with which we are all familiar for years 
and years, since the time we used to listen to radio (BBC) in the old days.” 

Online group participant, India 
 
“The BBC has a long history in news thus it has established a good reputation.” 

Online group participant, Singapore 
 
The respect for the service is sometimes connected to the reputation of the presenters themselves, as if 
it is a voice they recognise or someone they know has had a lot of experience reporting, they will trust 
what they are saying.   
 

“Well the main impression was that people who speak, they are very confident that they 
speak the truth and I think that it is very important that if the company provides the 
news then they must be sure that they tell exactly the thing that happened and that is 
very important.” 

Senior Academic, Russia 
 

Evaluation of relevance 
People generally feel that the BBC World Service does very well in providing coverage of topics that are 
relevant to them.  Some also comment that whilst some of the topics would not ordinarily be of interest 
to them, the World Service is good at making these topics engaging (e.g. through interviews and 
sounds) and therefore more relevant to listeners.  
 

“I would have to say the news always appears interesting to me and the style of 
reporting makes the news even more interesting” 

Online group participant, Singapore 
 
However, the wide breadth of topics covered on the World Service does mean that some material will 
be more interesting to some listeners than others, depending on their personal preferences and often 
their work interests.   
 

“..the BBC will have stories on that you wouldn’t get other places, but the downside also 
is some of that is really boring.  You have to be actually interested in that area of the 
world to be able to sit there through the whole thing.” 
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Executive Director, USA 
 
Participants in some countries comment that there is potential to make the World Service more relevant 
to them by providing more focused reports on their region.  Broadly, those in Germany, Ghana and the 
USA are generally satisfied by the amount of coverage on their regions, but those in Russia, India and 
Singapore thought that more could be done to provide more in depth coverage on news affecting them.  
Those in India and Singapore are keen that there should be a ‘Focus on Asia’, similar to ‘Focus on 
Africa’ to cover news from Asia as this was lacking from the World Service (many turn to Central News 
Asia channel for Asian News) and they comment that this would be valuable given Asia’s increasing 
impact on the World Economy.   
 

“ The BBC seems to focus less on local news and Asia news sometimes seems too 
short in terms of reporting.” 

Online group participant, Singapore 
 
Some participants also call for a greater focus on interactive programming and for more ‘call in’ shows, 
as this is perceived to provide a range of perspectives from around the globe. 
 
Evaluation of quality 
The BBC World Service is overwhelmingly thought of as being very high quality.  Even those who have 
never heard the World Service before listening to the sound clips commented that what they heard was 
presented to a high standard and very professionally made.  The perception of the high quality of the 
World Service comes from a combination of its performance against all the previous values mentioned, 
such as being accurate, in depth, impartial and trustworthy.   
 

“I suppose it is the presentation and also the length to which reporters and producers 
would go to find out details, corroborations and so on and so forth for the listener or the 
viewer, so I think that matters a lot.” 

Newspaper Editor, Ghana 
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4. The Future of Distribution 
 
Appeal of different delivery platforms 
A key objective of the research was to establish the suitability of different delivery platforms.  This 
section explores the appeal of different delivery platforms and possible scope for distribution in the 
future.  
 
Participants varied in terms of their awareness and usage of distribution methods, ranging from those 
who are technologically advanced in their media consumption, (e.g. who would regularly download 
podcasts to their MP3 players or download news to their mobile phones) to those who only use more 
conventional formats and are not at all familiar with new media.  A key finding is that the appeal of 
delivery platforms is very much connected to what media formats people are currently using, both for 
World Service specifically and for news consumption more broadly.    
 
FM and Short Wave 
As mentioned, for those in countries where the World Service is broadcast on FM, there is high 
awareness and use of this medium.  FM is popular because it is easy to access and provides a good 
clear signal.  A key plus is that FM enables participants to listen easily whilst travelling in the car, which 
is a common occurrence.  By contrast, Short Wave is much less popular, as the quality is worse and 
awareness of this distribution method is much lower.  In fact in the countries where it is broadcast on 
Short Wave, most participants were unaware that this was the case.  Participants who do receive the 
World Service on Short Wave would prefer to receive it by FM, as they perceive this would improve the 
quality and make it easier to find on the frequency dial.  
 

“Because of course it’s [FM] clearer, it’s easier to get, and you don’t have to go 
switching your dials all the time, because all that I do is to go to 101.3 and that’s that; 
and I’m listening to it, but there’s so much fiddling and so much disturbance on the 
shortwave.” 

Newspaper Editor, Ghana   
 
When asked about future distribution methods, it is important to note that participants commented that 
they thought it very important that the BBC World Service continue to be broadcast on the radio.  
This is because people feel it is a very easy medium to use and it the most accessible, especially as it is 
free.  It is also considered easy to access wherever you are, as radios are a simple technology that are 
portable and do not need to be plugged in.  The importance of listening to World Service in the car 
should also not be underestimated.  The importance of radio as a distribution method was particularly 
stressed in Ghana where there was very strong feeling that the radio was an important medium for 
Africans, given that it is considered a cheap and universal distribution method.   
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“..I always carry a radio so in some places, in some small countries or small locations 
when TV is not there invariably radio gets everywhere.” 

Head of NGO, India 
 

“I mean BBC has become food to the whole world and really the question of it not being 
broadcast should not even arise, I don’t think it should a subject for discussion.” 

Newspaper Editor, Ghana   
Satellite Radio 
Some were aware of this medium and others not.  There was not great appeal for this medium as those 
who did not have a satellite receiver already would have to purchase one and they were put off by the 
cost.  Others do not want to be tied to listening where their satellite radio is and prefer the flexibility of 
FM.  
 
Through Cable TV 
This did appeal to some who already listened to radio this way.  Others feel that they have hundreds of 
channels available through their TV already, and that it is more likely they would listen to the World 
Service less if it was broadcast this way as they are so many other choices for this medium. 
 
Through local partners stations 
Participants who listen on partner stations (public radio stations in USA and Joy FM in Ghana) are 
pleased with the service they receive and feel this enables the World Service to have a wider reach and 
be more accessible to others who might not normally tune into it.   
 

“BBC has been my primary source of international news, largely because of the 
convenience of it being available via the local NY public radio stations.” 

Online group participant, USA 
 
Live streaming through the internet 
There is awareness of listening through live streaming, although people who could access the World 
Service on FM anyway would choose this over online access because of ease and quality.  This 
generally appeals to people who already use the internet for live streaming radio from other providers, 
which tends to be future opinion formers, who may use the internet for news more often than current 
opinion formers.  However, some current opinion formers can see that the internet may become a main 
source of news for them in the future so they are still open to this medium, although some comment that 
they may need to become more ‘technologically savvy’ in order to use this.   
 
There is certainly potential for the World Service to grow in terms of access through the internet, 
but participants feel that advertising would be needed to encourage people to use this as there are 
certain technological barriers that need to be overcome and a perception of it being complicated.  
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“I actually don’t know how it works, so I never use that, but if I would know how it works 
I think it’s a great way to get your news” 

Senior Manager, Germany 
 

“..the challenge in the US market is the BBC isn’t visible enough in the market, so the 
challenge there is where’s the main entry point” 

Head of NGO, USA 
 
Downloading or podcasting programmes 
There is not much awareness of being able to download or listen to programmes through podcasting. 
When told of this method it appeals to those who are internet users already and particularly those who 
already download material to listen on their MP3 players. However participants said they would probably 
only download World Service programmes occasionally if there was something of specific interest to 
them, so particularly more in depth analysis and reports.   
 
It is important to highlight that there is little interest in downloading news programmes as people 
want to be kept up to date with news, so they do not see the point of downloading ‘old news’.  Also 
some people are not interested in this because they like having the radio on in the background, rather 
than listening to specific programmes. Some participants were put off by the perceived complicated or 
lengthy process of downloading programmes and transferring them to an MP3 player and feel that they 
would not have time to do this.  A couple had tried to download programmes from the World Service but 
experienced problems, particularly when using Real Player which some found was incompatible with an 
iPhone.  
 

“it takes so long to download, it would be easier to do it another way...if something’s 
there and I could just listen to it on the spot that would be nice but I’m probably not 
going to download it and carry it around.” 

Executive Director, USA 
 

“I think the podcast is, because personally I like the idea of being able to listen to radio 
content anytime anywhere.  So podcast to me, that’s extremely appealing.” 

Editor  of online journal, Ghana  
 

“..there are the problems that you have to unfortunately load this Real Player but it is 
not that convenient … I would love to have this through iTunes for example but 
somehow I didn’t figure out how it works for iTunes” 

Senior Academic, Germany 
 

“Definitely streaming and podcasting. Though I tend to want to hear news services live, 
as they're being broadcast” 

Online group participant, USA 
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Through the mobile phone 
There is very low awareness of being able to access the World Service through mobile phones.  This 
appeals to some who can see that as mobile phones become more advanced, they can be used more 
for media consumption.  It particularly appeals to those who already use their phone or hand held 
personal organiser for news updates and to a lesser extent to those who have little time and would like 
to access news whilst travelling.   
 
But others are put off by the perceived high cost of using this service on mobile phones, or they 
cannot see the benefit of this service as they find other distribution methods more convenient. Overall, 
there was a feeling that if this became a common method for accessing news more broadly in the 
future, then people would be interested, but at the moment it only has a narrow appeal.   
 

“I probably have to pay for a mobile option and why should I do that if I get news for 
free?” 

Online participant, Germany 
 

“Well why would I do it through my phone when I have a computer, I have TV, I have a 
radio in my car.” 

Senior Academic, Russia   
 
RSS Feeds and email alerts 
There is limited interest in RSS Feeds and email alerts. Those interested in RSS Feeds were those who 
already use RSS Feeds from other sources (which tended to be future opinion formers) and would be 
interested in getting them from the World Service.  Email alerts are seen as a useful means of sending 
out breaking news and some suggested that these could be used to inform people of what programmes 
are coming up on the World Service and to raise awareness of the breadth of their coverage.  
 

“I use RSS feeds currently for ESPN news. I think it will be a good idea as RSS 
provides a faster loading time for news” 

Online group participant, Singapore 
  

“..ways to reach out or flag that there’s something I should listen to by having it come 
up on my computer.  And not mix that with general advertising but just sort of here’s a 
content little heads up; given how much information flows in this world that would be 
helpful.” 

Head of NGO, USA 
 

“A sense of outreach -- one reason I constantly turn to CNN.com is that they send 
about one breaking news update per day. A daily digest of some kind, maybe.” 

Online group participant, USA 
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5.  Recommendations for the future 
 
Overall, whilst the recommendations outlined below could help the BBC World Service remain relevant 
and competitive in the future, it is important to stress that most participants who listen are very satisfied 
with what the World Service offers and feel they already provide a very good service.  Essentially, the 
World Service is highly respected and seen as an authority on global news and a source which people 
trust.   
 
Content 
Whilst many do not suggest recommendations in terms of improving content, some, particularly in Asia 
suggest a greater regional focus in programming. They suggest a ‘Focus on Asia’ programme, to reflect 
the increasing role countries like India and China are playing in the global economy.  However, at the 
same time it is important that the World Service does not become too regionally focused and maintains 
its broad global coverage as this is why many people turn to it.  Other competitors are becoming 
increasingly regionalised (such as CNNI for India) so the BBC World Service needs to balance a need 
for regional news, with a global perspective which is seen as one of its main strengths.  In support of 
this, some participants called for more interactive programming to be developed to ensure that people 
around the world have an opportunity to comment on events and to provide a place for different 
perspectives to be heard. 
 

“Well maybe they could just give the floor to people with a different opinion more often.” 
Senior Academic, Russia 

 
Distribution  
Participants found it difficult to imagine the future or different ways of broadcasting the World Service 
other than what is already on offer as they were limited by their experience.  World Service listeners, 
particularly on FM, often found it difficult to imagine accessing World Service in different ways, 
especially when the other distribution methods suggested seemed too distinct from their current media 
habits. 
 
Participants do see potential for the BBC World Service to develop new ways of broadcasting in the 
future, but are concerned that those who may not have the technology to use these are not excluded.  
Radio broadcasting is seen as a very accessible medium and one of its strengths is that it is available 
free of charge, so even those from the poorest areas are still able to use it.  Accessibility is seen as a 
key strength of the World Service and something people feel it should continue to provide, particularly in 
Africa where radio may be the only access people have to news. 
 

“Because the radio is still, the pervasive nature of radio in Africa.  You know not many 
people have access to the internet, not many people have financial capacities to buy 
TVs, television sets, and radio is surely affordable.” 

Online journal editor, Ghana   
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Online distribution methods are unsurprisingly more appealing to those already accessing media in 
these formats. This varies both by market (e.g. more appealing for those in US and Germany, less 
appealing in Ghana) and by opinion former type (future opinion formers tend to be more technologically 
savvy). For those who are not accessing online media in this way but have the infrastructure to do so 
(i.e. not in Ghana), they need to be made aware of these distribution methods and critically need to be 
reassured of their ease of use.  
 
Online streaming seems to have the most interest and so has the most scope as a future distribution 
method, especially for ELCS news output. For those not currently live streaming media, a key barrier is 
the perception that it is complicated or time consuming and the simplicity of the process should be 
communicated.  
 
The research also suggests that podcasting could have appeal to a particular, if limited audience. 
Podcasting is only of interest to those who are more technologically savvy and have MP3 players.  A 
key drawback of podcasting is that it is not considered as a medium for news, as participants want news 
to be up to date. However it could be a used medium for the ELCS non news offering. 
 
Many participants simply felt that they would use online listening or access though a mobile if this 
became ‘the norm’ for news access, so it is important the World Service responds to new technology as 
it develops and becomes more widely used. 
 

“They should move in step with technology” 
Journalist, Ghana 

 
Raising awareness 
Critically, raising awareness of the World Service was identified by participants as a key area of 
improvement, mainly in countries where it is not broadcast on a separate FM station, such as India, US 
and Russia, and also in Germany where there is such a large choice of providers that there is a danger 
of the BBC being lost in the mix.   
 

“Promotion is the key, most Americans are unaware of the world service” 
Online group participant, USA 

 
“..it’s an overkill.  I have so many sources and there will probably be an increase with 
the use of the internet” 

Senior Journalist, Germany 
 
Many participants feel that more people would use the World Service if they knew more about it and 
how to access it.  There is low awareness of the full breadth of programmes on World Service ELCS 
(with many participants only aware of the World Service news offering) due to people simply tuning in 
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when they want or only hearing limited programmes on partner stations, so there is potential to 
encourage current listeners to listen more by advertising programmes better.  The positive response to 
the non news clips from the groups highlights the appetite for the breadth of the World Service offering. 
Some suggested providing email updates to listeners with programme schedules as a way of doing this.   
 
Participants feel there is a market for the World Service in their countries and a real opportunity to 
increase listeners by targeting the right audiences.  Suggestions here included advertising on other 
English Language competitor websites or even having a country specific version of the BBC website 
that explains what is available on the World Service and how they can access it in their country.  There 
is also potential to develop cross service advertising, for example advertising World Service 
programmes on BBC World TV to connect with people who are already accessing the BBC in some 
way.  Some also highlight the use of BBC World Service by teachers of English, and suggest that the 
World Service could emphasise the learning capacity of the World Service to Teachers, and in turn 
students.   
 
Competing in a global market 
Opinion formers comment that there will be more and more choice of media providers in the future, so 
for the BBC to continue to compete in the global market, they will need to ensure they are visible and 
stand out against an increasingly busy and noisy market place.  
 

“Find the right platforms for the right target groups” 
Journalist, Germany 

 
To retain its place among the best in the world, the World Service needs to respond to developments in 
technology as necessary, respond to the needs of individual markets and raise awareness of what it 
offers.  But above all, it should continue to deliver its core values of providing high quality, accurate, 
impartial and in depth coverage on a broad range of the most important events affecting the world 
today.  
 

“The BBC [World Service] is like a brand and the brand needs to be managed. It must 
under no circumstances lose its trustworthiness” 

Online group participant, Germany 
 

“Stay the way it is and be at the top of the group!” 
Online group participant, Singapore 
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6. Appendix 
6.1 Pre task questionnaire for interviewees 

 

BBC World Service Questionnaire 
Please complete this short questionnaire before your interview. This questionnaire covers your news 
consumption and your initial thoughts on the clips you’ve heard. Thank you very much. 
 
1. Which sources of media do you regularly use?  
 Please list sources  

TV  
Radio  
Internet / online   
Newspapers  
Mobile phones  
 

2. If you chose radio, please indicate when you mainly listen?  
 Please tick or ‘X’ as many as apply 

Morning  
During the day  
Evening   
 
3. Which sources of media do you get your news from and at what times of the day? 
 Please list news sources Please delete times of the 

day where appropriate 
TV  Morning 

During the day 
Evening 

Radio  Morning 
During the day 
Evening 

Internet / online   Morning 
During the day 
Evening 

Newspapers  Morning 
During the day 
Evening 

Mobile phones  Morning 
During the day 
Evening 
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4. Which are your favourite sources for breaking news and analysis?  
 Please list sources 
Breaking news  
Analysis  
 
5. Thinking about the content and style of news programmes in general, how important, if at all, are 

the following to you?  Please tick or ‘X’ in table below 
.  
 Very 

important  
Quite 
important  

Neither  
important nor 
unimportant 

Not very 
important 

Not at all 
important 

Don’t know 

Accuracy       
Wide 
range of 
coverage 

      

In-Depth 
analysis of 
news 
events 

      

Timeliness 
(i.e. being 
fast with 
the news) 

      

Providing 
unbiased 
and 
objective 
news and 
information 

      

Being a 
source you 
can trust 

      

Providing 
news that 
is relevant 
to you 

      

 

6. Thinking about the last 5 years has the way you access or consume news changed? 
Yes  
No  
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If yes, how has the way you access or consume news changed? Please write in box below 

 

 
Clips 
Please complete this section immediately after you have listened to the clips. You have listened to 
excerpts from the following World Service programmes (by order of appearance) 

1. Newshour: Gaza City cut off Monday 21st January 2008. 
2. World Briefing: Bhutto touches down in Pakistan 17th October 2007 . 
3. The World Today: Bush economic rescue package Friday18th January 2008. 
4. Assignment: Louisiana Burning July 2007. 
5. World Have Your Say: Cheap food at all costs? 18th January 2008 
6. Business Daily: Credit Crunch and commercial property 17 January 2008.  
7. Europe Today: Omagh trail verdict December 2007. 
8. Friday Documentary: On the road in Iraqi September 2007 
9. Sports World: Africa Cup of Nations 19th January 2008 

 
7. What were your overall impressions of the BBC World Service from the clips? 
 

 

 

 

 

8. What, if anything, did you particularly like or dislike?  
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9. Did any particular programmes stand out? Why?  
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6.2 Pre task questionnaire for online groups 
 

BBC World Service Questionnaire 
Please complete this short questionnaire before your interview. This questionnaire covers your news 
consumption and your initial thoughts on the clips you’ve heard. Thank you very much. 
 
1. Which sources of media do you regularly use?  
 Please list sources  

TV  
Radio  
Internet / online   
Newspapers  
Mobile phones  
 

2. If you chose radio, please indicate when you mainly listen?  
 Please tick or ‘X’ as many as apply 

Morning  
During the day  
Evening   
 
3. Which sources of media do you get your news from and at what times of the day? 
 Please list news sources Please delete times of the 

day where appropriate 
TV  Morning 

During the day 
Evening 

Radio  Morning 
During the day 
Evening 

Internet / online   Morning 
During the day 
Evening 

Newspapers  Morning 
During the day 
Evening 

Mobile phones  Morning 
During the day 
Evening 

 
4. Which are your favourite sources for breaking news and analysis?  
 Please list sources 
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Breaking news  
Analysis  
 
5. Thinking about the content and style of news programmes in general, how important, if at all, are 

the following to you?  Please tick or ‘X’ in table below 
.  
 Very 

important  
Quite 
important  

Neither  
important nor 
unimportant 

Not very 
important 

Not at all 
important 

Don’t know 

Accuracy       
Wide 
range of 
coverage 

      

In-Depth 
analysis of 
news 
events 

      

Timeliness 
(i.e. being 
fast with 
the news) 

      

Providing 
unbiased 
and 
objective 
news and 
information 

      

Being a 
source you 
can trust 

      

Providing 
news that 
is relevant 
to you 

      

 

6. Thinking about the last 5 years has the way you access or consume news changed? 
Yes  
No  
 

If yes, how has the way you access or consume news changed? Please write in box below 
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Clips 
Please complete this section immediately after you have listened to the clips. You have listened to 
excerpts from the following World Service programmes (by order of appearance) 
News sound file (11 minutes) 

10. Newshour: Gaza City cut off Monday 21st January 2008. 
11. World Briefing: Bhutto touches down in Pakistan 17th October 2007 . 
12. The World Today: Bush economic rescue package Friday18th January 2008. 
13. Assignment: Louisiana Burning July 2007. 
14. World Have Your Say: Cheap food at all costs? 18th January 2008 
15. Business Daily: Credit Crunch and commercial property 17 January 2008.  
16. Europe Today: Omagh trail verdict December 2007. 
17. Friday Documentary: On the road in Iraqi September 2007 
18. Sports World: Africa Cup of Nations 19th January 2008 

Non news sound file (9 minutes) 
1. Culture Shock billboard 14th January 2008. 
2. Discovery: Human voice box as an instrument 16th January 2008. 
3. Health Check: Brahmaputra River Bangladesh. 14 January 2008. 
4. Digital Planet billboard: 15th January 2008.  
5. The Ticket: Ringo Star 19th January 2008. 
6. The Interview: Michael Churchill Head of Homeland Security USA. 19th January 2008. 

 
7. What were your overall impressions of the BBC World Service from the clips? 
 

 

 

 

 

8. What, if anything, did you particularly like or dislike?  
 

 

 

 

 
9. Did any particular programmes stand out? Why?  
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6.3 Discussion guide for in depth interviews 
 
BBC World Service English Core Language Service 
Review 
Discussion Guide 
 

 

Research aims: 
 
The study will address the following broad areas: 
• relevance and quality of BBC WS English Core 
• delivery platform suitability:  

o partner re-broadcasting, online access and radio  
o Effectiveness of WS vs BBC Online v BBC World as a way of reaching opinion formers  

 
1. Warm up  (2 mins) 
• Introduce self and explain that Opinion Leader is an independent research company working for 

BBC Trust to understand what opinion formers think of the BBC World Service 
• Explain that the interview is confidential and that their name will not be attached to any comments 

in the report 
• Explain tape recording for record only 
• The interview will last up to 30 minutes 
• Answer any questions they may have about the research 
 
2. News Consumption Habits (3 mins) 
Aim: glean reasons for using international news, key providers and reasons for selecting those 
providers 
• Thinking about international and global news – Where do you get your international news from?  

− Explore radio, TV and online and mobile sources 
− Probe for specific providers 

• Why do you consume international news?  
• What is important to you when choosing the provider/source of international news? 

− Probe on: breaking news, headlines, analysis, economic and business, politics, sports, 
cultural 

− Tie in the answers from the pre-task for other features. 
 
3. BBC Usage (5 mins) 
Aim: explore attitudes to different BBC News services and how they are used differently 
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Begin to explore World Service’s strengths and how it meets news needs 
explore position within competitive set 
• Do you get any news in English from the BBC?  

− If so, where from? 
◦ Probe for use of BBC World Service Radio in English, BBC World TV and BBC .com 

(BBC News Online) 
− For each: how often?  
− For each: why do you use this source? 

◦ Probe on differences in use between BBC WS, BBC World TV and BBC news online? 
◦ Probe on perceptions of similarities/differences in services? 

− How does this fit in with news from other sources? (refer to pretask) 
◦ How does the BBC meet your requirements as an English language news provider 

compared with other English language international news suppliers? 
− What are BBC news’ perceived strengths/weaknesses 

 
• For those that are aware of range of BBC news sources but don’t access:  

− What are your general perceptions of the different services? 
− Are they the same/different? 

 

4. BBC World Service Radio – availability and awareness (5 mins)  
*Ask only to participants who listen to the BBC World Service Radio* 
aim: explore distribution methods – used and aware of  
• When did you last listen to the BBC World Service? 

− If not listened in past month, why not? 
• How do you usually listen to the BBC radio World Service English Language programmes?  

− Note for interviewer, options include (do not read out): 
◦ As a separate radio station on FM, SW or MW (not sure of waveband) – specify which – 

can be more than one  
◦ As programmes on another national or local station 
◦ As headlines on another national or local station 
◦ through audio channels on your cable or satellite TV system 
◦ on the internet (specify live streaming/ ‘listen again’ / podcasts – EXPLORE how 
◦ on satellite radio 
◦ via your mobile phone – EXPLORE how 

• How easy do you find The BBC World Service in English to access?   
• As we mentioned when we initially spoke to you, the BBC World Service broadcasts through a 

range of methods – you can tune into it on FM, Short Wave or Medium Wave or via satellite or 
cable.  In addition, some programmes or news bulletins are broadcast on local  or national stations. 
You can also access the World Service programmes 24 hours a day on the internet where 
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programmes can be listened to live or downloaded to be listened to later or as podcasts. You may 
also be able to access World Service programmes through your mobile  
− Were you aware that the service is distributed in all these ways?  
− Are any of these methods more/less appealing? Why? 
− What would enable you to listen more?  

◦ Should it be distributed in any other ways? 
• How interested would you be in streaming, downloading or podcasting any of the programmes you 

listen to? 
− Which and why? 
− if not interested – why not? 

 
5. BBC World Service Radio News – attitudes to service and content 
(10 mins)  
*Ask only to participants who listen to the BBC World Service Radio*  
aim: explore relevance and quality of content of station as a whole and specific programme types and 
where appropriate programmes 
• Why do you listen to World Service? 
• Do you listen at specific times of day? when 
• Do you switch on for specific programmes – if so which 

− Likes / strengths 
• What do you think about news on BBC World Service? 
• are there regular news programmes you listen to? 
• Looking at the list of attributes on your questionnaire (question 5), does BBC WS English language 

news perform particularly well on any of these attributes? Probe on WS Radio news: accuracy, 
range, depth, timeliness, impartiality, trustworthiness, relevance – see point below 
− Which does it perform well on? 
− Which does it perform less well on? 

• Is it high quality? 
− Why / why not? 

• Is it relevant? 
− Why / why not 

• How does BBC WS fare against the other international news sources you use? 
− Where do competitors do better / worse?  
− What do they get from competitors that they don’t get from BBC WS? 
− What do they get from BBC WS that they don’t get from competitors? 
− Probe using list from questionnaire (question 5) 

6. BBC World Service Radio other programmes – attitudes to service 
and content (5 mins)  
*Ask only to participants who listen to the BBC World Service Radio*  
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aim: explore relevance and quality of content of station as a whole and specific programme types and 
where appropriate programmes 
• In addition to news The BBC World Service broadcasts a range of programmes. What types of 

programmes do you listen to on BBC World Service? 
− Probe for following programme types: analysis, sport, business, sport, special documentaries, 

interviews, music, arts, entertainment and culture, science, technology, health and the 
environment  
◦ Probe for specific programme names (use appended lists for prompting if necessary) 

• For each programme / programme type, why do you listen? 
− Likes, dislikes?  

 
5/6a 
For participants who listen to BBC World service through the internet – Thinking of all the 
programmes on the station - Which types of programmes do you listen to online/download? which 
programmes?   
• For all participants 
Thinking about the station as a whole - Do you think the mix of programmes is about right or would you 
like to see more or less of some types of programme. 
 
7. Response to excerpts (8  mins) 
aim: explore relevance and quality of content of station as a whole and specific programme types and 
programmes where appropriate 
• You were asked to listen to some clips before this interview and we now want to ask you about 

what you thought of them. You might want to refer to your notes. 
• What do you think of the clip as a whole? 
• What stood out and why? 
• What did you like / dislike? Why? 
• What was interesting / not interesting? Why? 
• Was the material covered relevant to you? How? 
• What was high quality/low quality? 
• Did it meet your expectations of the BBC? How? 
• In terms of the news that you heard, how does this compare with other news sources you use? 
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8. Perceptions of BBC WS from excerpts (5 mins) 
*Ask only to participants who DO NOT listen to the BBC World Service 
Radio*  
aim: explore relevance and quality of content of station as a whole and specific programme types and 
programmes to a potential audience – explore barriers to listening 
• Having listened to the excerpts, what impression do you get of the World Service overall? 
• Any likes / dislikes? 
• Any perceived strengths / weaknesses? 
• Does BBC World Service seem relevant to you? 

− To what extent and why? 
• Does BBC World Service seem high quality to you? 

− To what extent and why? 
• Now that you have listened to these excerpts are you likely to listen to World Service in the future? 

− Why / why not? 
• The BBC World Service broadcasts through a range of methods – you can tune into it on FM, Short 

Wave or Medium Wave or via satellite or cable  
• In addition, some programmes or news bulletins are broadcast on local or national stations. You 

can also access the World Service programmes 24 hours a day on the internet where programmes 
can be listened to live or downloaded to be listened to later or as podcasts. You may also be able 
to access World Service programmes through your mobile  
− Were you aware that the service is distributed in all these ways?  
− Are any of these methods more/less appealing? Why? 

• What would enable you to listen more? 
− Should it be distributed in any other ways? 

 
9. The future, summing up (2 mins) 
Aim: sum up responses and examine possible future listening habits 
• Do you think the BBC should continue to broadcast World Service in English on the Radio? Why? 
• Do you think you will be listening to the service more or less in the future – and why is that? 
• (Refer to pre task Q. 6) Do you feel that your media consumption habits will change in the future? 

o If so, how can the BBC World Service make sure it meets your needs in the future? 
• Is there anything else you would like to add? 
• Check charity for donation 
• Thanks and close 
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BBC World Service Programmes List 
News Programmes 

• BBC News (on the hour) 
• Newshour 
• The World Today 
• Europe Today 
• World Briefing 
• World Update 
• Africa only –  Africa Today, Focus on Africa, Network Africa 
 

Analysis and Documentaries 

• Analysis  
• Assignment 
• From our Own correspondent 
• The Interview 
• Outlook 
• Politics UK 
• Documentary: 

o Documentary archive 

o Documentary Monday, Wednesday, Friday 

 

Sports Programmes 

• Sportsworld 
• Sports roundup 
• Sunday Sportsworld  
• Fast Track (Africa only?) 
• Inside the premier league (UK only?) 
• World Cricket 
 
Music 

• The Beat 
• Charlie Gillet’s World of Music 
• Music Performance 
• Top of the Pops 
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Business 

• World Business Report 
• World Business Review 
• Business Brief 
• Business daily 
• Global Business 
• World Football 
 
Cultural 

• The Ticket 
• Close Up 
• Culture Shock 
• Global arts and Entertainment 
• On Screen 
• The Word 
• World Book Club 
• World Drama 
 

Interactive 

• World, Have your say (Africa Have your Say) 
• Over to you 
• World Have your say 
 

Religious belief 

• Heart and Soul 
• Reporting religion 
 

Global development and the environment 

• One Planet 
 
Science, medicine and technology 

• Science in action 
• Health check 
• Digital planet 
• Discovery 
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Radio stations broadcasting BBC World Service programmes 
 
Location Radio stations 
US (New York) • WNYC ‘New York Public Radio’ (820 AM/ 93.9 FM) 

and online 

• WNYE ‘Radio New York’ (91.5 FM) and online 

• Sirius (Satellite) and online 

• XM (Satellite) and online 
Europe (Germany – 
Berlin)  

• BBC Berlin (90.2 FM)  

• Eutelsat HOT BIRD 8 - 13 DEGREES EAST - 
SERVICE ID 13907 or 13908 (Satellite) 

• Worldspace (Satellite) and online 
Russia (Moscow) • BBC Russian (1260 AM) 

• Short Wave (Europe Schedule) 

• Eutelsat HOT BIRD 8 - 13 DEGREES EAST - 
SERVICE ID 13907 or 13908 (Satellite) 

India (New Delhi) • Short Wave (South Asia Schedule) 
• Worldspace (Satellite) and online 

• TELSTAR-10 – English for East Asia (satellite) 
Singapore  • BBC Singapore (88.9 FM) 

• Short Wave (East Asia Schedule) 
• Worldspace (Satellite) and online 

• TELSTAR-10 – English for East Asia (satellite) 
Ghana (Accra) • BBC Accra (101.3 FM) 

• Short Wave (West Central Africa Schedule) 

• Worldspace (Satellite) and online 
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6.4 Discussion guide for online groups 
 
BBC World Service English Core Language Service 
Review 
Online Forum Discussion Guide 
 

 

Research aims: 
 
The study will address the following broad areas: 
• relevance and quality of BBC WS English Core 
• delivery platform suitability:  

o partner re-broadcasting, online access and radio  
o Effectiveness of WS vs BBC Online v BBC World as a way of reaching opinion formers  

• Particularly in the online forum: How the BBC WS should evolve in terms of technology, content  
and distribution in order to remain a global competitor in the future 

 
1. Warm up  (2 mins) 
• Hi there, my name’s Sophie and I work for Opinion Leader which is an independent research 

company. My colleague Sophie is also here with me.  We have been commissioned by the BBC 
Trust to try and find out what current and future opinion formers think of the BBC World Service in 
your country.  This forum is completely confidential and your name will not be attached to any 
comments in the report.  This forum should last about 1 hour.  

• Just a few basic points to explain before we begin: - we are really keen to hear everybody’s views 
so please do respond to each question I give, and do not worry if you disagree with someone else 
– there are no wrong or right answers.  Do not worry about making your entries ‘word perfect’, we 
would like you to respond as quickly as possible. 

• If you get lost at any point, please refer back to the last question I asked and try to answer that.  
Because we have a limited time, we will need to keep the discussion moving, so please try to 
answer each new question as it comes up.   

• First of all, can I get you all to introduce yourselves – please say you first name and what your 
favourite news item is at the moment? 

• My name’s Sophie and I am most interested by the US elections at the moment. 
 
2. News Consumption Habits (3 mins) 
Aim: glean reasons for using international news, key providers and reasons for selecting those 
providers 
• Can I ask to start off, why do you consume international news?  
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• Thinking about international and global news – What mediums do you use to access international 
news? Do you use any of the following: Radio, TV, the internet or your mobile phone? 

• Can you name any specific providers that you use? 
• What is important to you when choosing a provider of international news?  Do you look for breaking 

news, headlines or more in depth analysis?  
− Do you look for a focus on any of the following: business, politics, sports or cultural issues? 
− Tie in the answers from the pre-task for other features 

 
3. BBC Usage (5 mins) 
Aim: explore attitudes to different BBC News services and how they are used differently 
Begin to explore World Service’s strengths and how it meets news needs 
explore position within competitive set 
• Now I just want to move on to how you view the BBC in general. 
• Do you get any news in English from the BBC?  If so, where from? (BBC TV, BBC Radio, 

BBC.com) 
◦ If not mentioned, probe for use of BBC World Service Radio in English, BBC World TV 

and BBC .com (BBC News Online) 
• Why do you tend to use these sources?  
• How often do you tend to use these sources? 
• Do you use each source for a different purpose or at different times of the day? 
• Do you feel that there are significant differences between BBC World Service Radio, BBC World 

TV and BBC news online? 
• How does your use of the BBC fit around your consumption of news from other providers?  
• How does the BBC meet your requirements as an English language news provider compared with 

other English language international news suppliers? 
• What do you perceive to be the BBC’s main strengths and weaknesses? 
 
• For those of you that don’t access the BBC at all, what are your general perceptions of the 

different services provided by the BBC? 
• What do you perceive to be the BBC’s strengths and weaknesses? 
 

4. Response to excerpts (8  mins) 
Aim: explore relevance and quality of content of station as a whole and specific programme types and 
programmes where appropriate 
• For all: You were asked to listen to some clips before this forum and we now want to ask you 

about what you thought of them. You might want to refer to the notes on your questionnaire. 
• What do you think of the clips as a whole? 
• Did anything stand out from the News programme clip? Why? 
• Did anything stand out from the Non-news programme clip? Why? 
• What did you like or dislike? Why? 
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• What was interesting / not interesting? Why? 
• Was the material covered relevant to you? How? 
• What was high quality/low quality? 
• For those of you who had not listened to the BBC World Service before, what impression 

have you got of it from listening to these clips? 
− Do you perceive the BBC World Service to have any particular strengths or weaknesses? 
− Does it seem relevant to you?  

• Now that you have listened to these excerpts are you likely to listen to World Service in the future? 
− Why / why not? 

• For all of you, Did it meet your expectations of the BBC? How? 
• In terms of the news that you heard, how does this compare with other news sources you use? 
 
5. BBC World Service Radio News – attitudes to service and content 
(10 mins)  
Aim: explore relevance and quality of content of station as a whole and specific programme types and 
where appropriate programmes 
• Now let’s move on to talk about the BBC World Service Radio. 
• For those of you who listen to the BBC World Service, I’d like to ask you about your opinions of 

the content it broadcasts: 
• I’d just like to start by asking you why you listen to World Service? 
• Do you listen at specific times of day?  

− If so, when in the day do you listen? 
• Now let’s focus on the news programming provided by the BBC World Service 
• What do you think about news on BBC World Service? 
• Are there regular news programmes you listen to?  

− If necessary prompt with programmes list 
− What do you like or dislike about these programmes? 

• As part of the pre task questionnaire you were each given, you were asked to rate certain attributes 
of news programmes as to how important they are to you.  These attributes were: accuracy, range, 
depth, timeliness, impartiality, trustworthiness, relevance.  Thinking about that list, does BBC World 
Service News perform particularly well on any of these attributes?  
− Does it perform less well on any of those attributes? 

• Do you consider the BBC World Service News to be high quality? 
− Why / why not? 

• Do you think the topics it covers are relevant? 
− Why / why not? 

• How does BBC World Service fare against the other international news sources you use? 
− Where do competitors do better / worse?  
− What do they get from competitors that they don’t get from BBC WS? 
− What do they get from BBC WS that they don’t get from competitors? 
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6. BBC World Service Radio other programmes – attitudes to service 
and content (5 mins)  
Aim: explore relevance and quality of content of station as a whole and specific programme types and 
where appropriate programmes 
• In addition to news, the BBC World Service broadcasts a range of programmes including analysis, 

business, sport, special documentaries, interviews, entertainment and culture, science and 
technology, health and the environment.  Do you listen to any of these types of programmes on the 
BBC World Service? 

◦ Probe for specific programme names (use appended lists for prompting if necessary) 
• For each programme / programme type, why do you listen? 

− Likes, dislikes?  
• For participants who listen to BBC World service through the internet – Thinking of all the 

programmes on the station - Which types of programmes do you listen to online/download? which 
programmes?   

• For all participants who listen to the BBC World Service - Thinking about the station as a 
whole - Do you think the mix of programmes is about right or would you like to see more or less of 
some types of programme? 

 
7. BBC World Service Radio – availability and awareness (5 mins)  
Aim: explore distribution methods – used and aware of  
• Now I’d like to talk about how you can access the World Service.   
• For all:  The BBC World Service broadcasts through a range of methods – you can tune into it on 

FM, Short Wave or Medium Wave or via satellite or cable.  In addition, some programmes or news 
bulletins are broadcast on local or national stations. You can also access the World Service 
programmes 24 hours a day on the internet where programmes can be listened to live or 
downloaded to be listened to later or as podcasts. You may also be able to access World Service 
programmes through your mobile  

• For those who do not currently listen:  
− Were you aware that the service is distributed in all these ways?  
− Are any of these methods more/less appealing? Why? 
− Are you likely to listen to the World Service in any of these ways in the future? 

• For all those who do: How do you usually listen to the BBC radio World Service English 
Language programmes?  
− Can you specify which FM station/Short Wave or Medium Wave frequency/satellite station/TV 

channel? 
− How easy do you find this to access? 

• Does anyone listen to BBC World Service programmes or headlines on another national or local 
radio station? 
− If so, which? 
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• Do any of you listen to the World Service through the internet? 
− Is this live streaming (as it is broadcast) or do you use ‘listen again’ for specific programmes, 

or download podcasts? 
− Which types of programmes do you listen to online? (e.g. 

news/documentaries/cultural/sports/technology) and how do you listen to those? i.e. live-
streaming, or do you download them? 

− Any specific programmes? 
− Are there any programmes not currently available that you would like to download for World 

Service? 
− Do you find it easy to access the World Service online? 
− What do you like about accessing the World Service online? 
− do you ever use the rss feeds? for what? 
− do you subscribe to an e-mail newsletter or a programme alert from the BBC World Service? 

• For those of you who don’t access the World Service online, how interested would you be in 
streaming, downloading or podcasting World Service programmes? 
− Which and why? 
− if not interested – why not? 

• For all  
• Does anyone listen to the World Service through their mobile phone? 

− How do you do this? Is it through the internet on your phone? 
• Is this something others of you might be interesting in being able to do? 
• Does anyone use news aggregators (or RSS Feeds) access international news online? 
• What would enable you to listen to the World Service more?  

◦ Do you think it should it be distributed in any other ways? 
◦ Are there any other forms of technology that you think the World Service could use? 

 
8. The future, summing up (2 mins) 
Aim: sum up responses and examine possible future listening habits 
• Finally we just want to ask you a couple of questions about the future of the World Service.  Do you 

think the BBC should continue to broadcast World Service in English on the Radio? Why? 
• How do you think that the BBC World Service can stay relevant in the future? 
• What does the BBC World Service need to do to continue to compete in the global marketplace? 
• Do you think you will be listening to the World Service more or less in the future – and why is that? 
• Is there anything the BBC World Service could change that would encourage you to listen more? 
• Is there anything else you would like to add? 
• Thanks and close 
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BBC World Service Programmes List 
News Programmes 

• BBC News (on the hour) 
• Newshour 
• The World Today 
• Europe Today 
• World Briefing 
• World Update 
• Africa only –  Africa Today, Focus on Africa, Network Africa 
 

Analysis and Documentaries 

• Analysis  
• Assignment 
• From our Own correspondent 
• The Interview 
• Outlook 
• Politics UK 
• Documentary: 

o Documentary archive 

o Documentary Monday, Wednesday, Friday 

 

Sports Programmes 

• Sportsworld 
• Sports roundup 
• Sunday Sportsworld  
• Fast Track (Africa only?) 
• Inside the premier league (UK only?) 
• World Cricket 
 
Music 

• The Beat 
• Charlie Gillet’s World of Music 
• Music Performance 
• Top of the Pops 
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Business 

• World Business Report 
• World Business Review 
• Business Brief 
• Business daily 
• Global Business 
• World Football 
 
Cultural 

• The Ticket 
• Close Up 
• Culture Shock 
• Global arts and Entertainment 
• On Screen 
• The Word 
• World Book Club 
• World Drama 
 

Interactive 

• World, Have your say (Africa Have your Say) 
• Over to you 
• World Have your say 
 

Religious belief 

• Heart and Soul 
• Reporting religion 
 

Global development and the environment 

• One Planet 
 
Science, medicine and technology 

• Science in action 
• Health check 
• Digital planet 
• Discovery 
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Radio stations broadcasting BBC World Service programmes 
 
Location Radio stations 
US (New York) • WNYC ‘New York Public Radio’ (820 AM/ 93.9 FM) 

and online 

• WNYE ‘Radio New York’ (91.5 FM) and online 

• Sirius (Satellite) and online 

• XM (Satellite) and online 
Europe (Germany – 
Berlin)  

• BBC Berlin (90.2 FM)  

• Eutelsat HOT BIRD 8 - 13 DEGREES EAST - 
SERVICE ID 13907 or 13908 (Satellite) 

• Worldspace (Satellite) and online 
Russia (Moscow) • BBC Russian (1260 AM) 

• Short Wave (Europe Schedule) 

• Eutelsat HOT BIRD 8 - 13 DEGREES EAST - 
SERVICE ID 13907 or 13908 (Satellite) 

India (New Delhi) • Short Wave (South Asia Schedule) 
• Worldspace (Satellite) and online 

• TELSTAR-10 – English for East Asia (satellite) 
Singapore  • BBC Singapore (88.9 FM) 

• Short Wave (East Asia Schedule) 
• Worldspace (Satellite) and online 

• TELSTAR-10 – English for East Asia (satellite) 
Ghana (Accra) • BBC Accra (101.3 FM) 

• Short Wave (West Central Africa Schedule) 

• Worldspace (Satellite) and online 
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